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Executive Summary 
Historically, the traditional office work environment has been device and/or location centric in its 
implementation. With the onset of virtualization and cloud technologies, however, the traditional office 
workspace is undergoing a paradigm shift from a location-centric computing model to a user-centric 
computing model. The State of Utah is in the front line of this shift, and at the Department of Technology 
Services (DTS) we are exploring digital workplace solutions in order to assist State agencies that want to 
make this transition.  

This guide first explores the current workspace environment and then discusses the three digital 
workplace options under consideration by the State: work from home, mobile work, and free 
address/hotelling. This document also lists several tools, including communication/collaboration tools like 
Gmail, file-sharing tools like Google Drive, and screen sharing tools like Bomgar, that agencies can use to 
ensure a smooth transition to digital workplaces and make the most of those alternatives once a transition 
is made.  

In addition to presenting various tools for agencies, this document also provides the Department’s 
response to questions that agencies may have as they learn about digital workplaces. Several areas of 
potential concern are addressed, including questions about security, phones, and computer issues. 

Overall, this document is meant to provide a high-level summary of the topic of digital workplace 
solutions for State of Utah executive branch agencies. Additional, more detailed, information will be 
provided as needed.  

Background 
State Office Building Pilot Program 
As a leader in technology, the State of Utah has joined other states, such as Tennessee,  in exploring 1

digital workplace options. DTS will continue to provide information technology support for State 
employees who telework.  

Current Workspace Environment: Employee Profile 
Certain terms and definitions were used in this guide to develop the profiles for applying the proposed 
teleworking models and toolsets. The following subsections explore these questions.  

1 See Alternative Workplace Solutions (AWS) Deployment Reference Guide: Strategies for Efficiency in Real Estate Management, 
Tennessee State Government, April 2016, accessed November 11, 2018, 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxLooVo-6_28SXRIbFF4TFpCc3VXamwxYWh5Ukp1NGtOeE5B.  
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What type of work does an employee typically perform? 
In exploring digital workplace options, DTS has identified four categories for employee work. Employees 
in each of the categories would have different needs, limitations, and security concerns when utilizing 
digital workplace options.  

● Task worker: Task workers utilize a small fixed number of applications to complete their 
day-to-day jobs. 

● Standard user: Standard users use a variety of applications that are already installed on their 
local machines or are readily accessible on the internet. Work products of these employees may 
vary on demand. 

● Power user: Power users use applications that are resource intensive (e.g., use a large amount of 
computer memory, storage, and/or processing power). It is not unusual for power user employees 
to download and install applications as part of their work. 

● Executive: Executives can often be classified as standard users, but their exposure to various data 
types will require the installation of software on short notice. 

What types of devices will an employee utilize to perform the 
employee’s work? 
DTS has identified three different types of devices that the various classifications of employees may 
utilize.  

● Corporate: Corporate devices are owned and maintained by the State and utilize a desktop, 
laptop, or mobile device that has been preconfigured to an employee’s work profile.  

● Personal: Personal devices are owned and maintained by an employee and are used to access 
State resources. Personal devices are required to comply with State security policies. 

● Public: Public devices are publicly accessible and are not owned by either an employee or the 
employee’s organization. 

What types of data will be accessed by the employee? 
● Public: Public data can be openly accessed without any restrictions. 
● Private: The definition of private data can be found in Utah Code Title 63G, Chapter 2, Part 3, 

Section 302. 
● Controlled: The definition of controlled data can be found in Utah Code Title 63G, Chapter 2, 

Part 3, Section 304.  
● Protected: The definition of protected data can be found in Utah Code Title 63G, Chapter 2, Part 

3, Section 305. 

Note: Regulated data (e.g., data related to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
[HIPAA], federal tax information [FTI], Criminal Justice Information Services [CJIS], etc.), would fall 
under one or more of these definitions. 

What modes of operation does the employee utilize when 
accessing data?  

● Online: The employee has an active session connected to the network. 
● Offline: The employee is actively working but has no connection to the internet. 
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● Mobile: The employee has an active session but may intermittently go into Offline mode. 
 
Sample profiles are displayed in the following table. 
 

Sample Profiles 

User 
Device Ownership Type Data Classification Type 

Mode 
Corporate Personal Public Publi

c Private Protected Controlled 

Task Yes No No     Online 

Standard Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Online 

Standard Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Online 

 

Future Workspace Environment 
DTS has explored three options for digital workplaces: work from home, mobile work, and free 
address/hotelling. In order to participate in this digital workplace program, employees must utilize one of 
these alternatives at least three days each week (i.e., an employee who works from home one day each 
week and comes in to the office the other four days is not considered a work-at-home employee).  

Work from Home 
Working from home, as described by the US General Services Administration, is “the act of performing 
all or a portion of work functions at an alternative worksite, such as working from home or a telework 
center, to reduce or eliminate an employee's commute.”  When working from home, an employee will be 2

working at a fixed site for the entire business day in lieu of the employee’s typical office location. During 
work-from-home hours, the employee is available online or by phone but is not physically present at the 
employee’s primary work location. 

Mobile Work 
The mobile work option accommodates employees whose job requires them to be away from the 
office/on-site throughout the community. A mobile work employee is constantly on the move throughout 
the work day but needs to access State systems and data resources for short periods of time from a variety 
of locations. There may be times that the employee may not have access to the internet. The mobile work 
option allows these individuals to have a more flexible schedule.  3

Free Address/Hotelling 
With the free address/hotelling option, employees work from home part of the time, and when they work 
on-site in the office they do not have a dedicated/assigned space. Rather, employees share nondedicated 

2 “Alternative Workplace Solutions,” US General Services Administration, last reviewed August 13, 2017, accessed November 11, 
2018, https://www.gsa.gov/governmentwide-initiatives/telework/alternative-workplace-solutions.  

3 Tennessee State Government, AWS Deployment Reference Guide: Strategies for Efficiency in Real Estate Management.  
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workspaces by reserving space as needed.  The hotelling option is somewhat of a hybrid between the 4

work from home and mobile work models. The employee will be working from a fixed location 
temporarily, but the employee will not frequent that site as often as in the work from home scenario. An 
example of an employee using this option would be an auditor who is visiting a location for an annual 
audit. The auditor would need a space to work from but will most likely only frequent this location once 
or twice a year. 

How to Move Forward with Digital Workplace 
Solutions 
Tools  
Agencies will need a variety of tools in order to successfully implement a digital workplace program. The 
following tools can be utilized to facilitate any of the three previously listed arrangements. The 
configuration may vary slightly. Configuration changes specific to a particular arrangement will be 
identified in a note following the tool use description. 

Google G Suite Enterprise (G Suite) edition will form the core of the tool sets for each of these 
arrangement types. Other tools will be identified that will supplement G Suite under certain 
circumstances. 

DTS recommends that regardless of which tools employees use when telecommuting, employees should 
have a 10 Mb connection (or faster) in order to minimize potential bandwidth issues. Keep in mind, 
however, that this is a general recommendation and the required connection for each employee may differ 
depending on a variety of factors, such as the type of work being completed and how many other devices 
are connected.  5

Communication/Collaboration Tools 
Communication and collaboration are an essential part of teleworking. Employees have to be able to work 
together electronically when they cannot physically walk to coworkers’ desks and ask questions or 
coordinate.  

● Gmail: Access to email does not differ for any of the arrangement types. As long as the employee 
has access to the internet, email is available through the Chrome browser. 

● Google Hangouts Meet: This is the video conferencing application that is included with G Suite. 
● Google Hangouts Chat: Hangouts Chat can be utilized to chat with an individual or an entire 

group. Chat can be opened through a browser, a desktop app, or a mobile app.  
● Cisco Jabber: This application combines presence, video conferencing, instant messaging, voice 

calls, and voice mail in a single client. However, this client is restricted to use on the State 
network, so for work-at-home and mobile work arrangements, the use of a virtual private network 
(VPN) is required. 

4 US General Services Administration, “Alternative Workplace Solutions.” 
5 Also note that your broadband connection can be affected by the type of internet service you are subscribing to. Cable and fiber 

connections offer the most consistent and reliable service. Digital subscriber line (DSL) or satellite are more available options but tend to be 
slower and less reliable.  
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File-Sharing Tools 
Employees also need file-sharing tools while utilizing digital workplace solutions. File-sharing allows 
employees to collaborate on documents in real time.  

● Google Drive: Google Drive is a cloud-based option for storing, creating, editing, and sharing 
files. Users can create different types of files using Google Drive tools, such as Google Docs for 
word processing, Google Sheets for spreadsheets, and Google Drawings for creating diagrams 
and simple workflows. Users can also integrate Google Drive for storing files created or edited by 
locally installed applications (e.g., Adobe Acrobat or Microsoft Word). 

● VMware AirWatch Secure Content Locker (SCL): SCL provides mobile users a secure 
method for accessing, distributing, and collaborating on documents from a mobile device. 
Content is stored in a corporate container so it is not accessible with other data stored on the 
mobile device. This tool is currently being implemented as part of the upgrade of the AirWatch 
Mobile Device Management system to Workspace One. 

● Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer: Ipswitch MOVEit Transfer software ensures “secure collaboration 
and automated file transfers of sensitive data in compliance with SLAs, governance and data 
protection regulations.”  6

Encryption Tools 
Encryption tools are vital to a successful digital workplace program, as they ensure the security of 
employee work that is completed off-site. Encryption tool options for agencies may include the following: 

● Virtru Gmail Encryption 
● Virtru Google Drive Encryption 
● Apple FileVault 
● Microsoft BitLocker 
● Symantec PGP 

Secure Connection Tools 
Agencies can use a variety of tools to ensure a secure connection while utilizing digital workplaces: 

● Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client 
● Bomgar Jump Client 
● VMware Horizon Client 

Note: The following approved browsers support secure access to web applications using the transport 
layer security (TLS) protocol: 

● Google Chrome 
● Mozilla Firefox 
● Microsoft Internet Explorer 
● Apple Safari 

Shared Video Conferencing Tools 
Agencies can use the following tools for video conferencing: 

● Google Hangouts Meet 
● Hangouts on Air 
● YouTube Live 

6 MOVEit® Transfer: Managed File Transfer (MFT) software description, ipswitch.com, accessed November 16, 2018, 
https://www.ipswitch.com/moveit-transfer.  
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Records Management Tools 
As the Tennessee State Government states in its Alternative Workplace Solutions (AWS) Deployment 
Reference Guide, “Digital Records Management is an integral part of integrating Alternative Workplace 
Solutions into any agency. It supports a more mobilized workforce, increases workflow processes as well 
as employee productivity and ultimately saves cost to the state.”  The State of Utah currently recommends 7

utilizing Google products when possible for electronic document/records management.  

Screen Sharing Tools 
Screen sharing tools used for off-site work may include Bomgar, which allows tech support to remotely 
connect to a user’s computer (once given permission and access) and address issues.  

Documentation 
In addition to assisting with the technical tools needed for utilization of digital workplaces, DTS will 
develop various documents to guide agencies in the switch to using digital workplaces. These documents 
will be completed and distributed to agencies as soon as possible.  

Procedural Documents 
Procedural documents related to digital workplaces may include:  

● how to connect to DTS VPN when working off-site and using various devices (i.e., a personal 
device, if allowed, or a State-issued device),  

● how to use virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), and  
● how to teleconference.  

Standards 
Various standards, including the following, will also need to be developed to outline the practical details 
related to the implementation of a digital workplace solution:  

● VPN standards, 
● teleworking security standards, 
● VDI standards, and 
● Bomgar standards. 

Issues and Concerns: Frequently Asked Questions 
Security 
How do we ensure the security of work completed via teleworking? 

There are three factors to consider when discussing security of teleworking: security of a device, security 
of a connection, and security of a user.  

Mitigation for security risks related to security of a device could include ensuring that:  

● the device is encrypted, 
● the device requires a password or passcode before access is granted, 
● remote access to the device is restricted to authorized services or accounts only, and  
● endpoint protection software is installed, updated, and enabled. 

7 Tennessee State Government, AWS Deployment Reference Guide: Strategies for Efficiency in Real Estate Management.  
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Mitigation for security risks related to security of a connection could include: 

● using a VPN connection, 
● using VDI, and 
● only connecting to websites that are secure.  

A simple way for users to check whether a website is secure is to look for a padlock icon in the address 
bar of the browser they are using. 

 

The presence of the padlock icon indicates that the connection to the website is secure.  

Mitigation for security risks related to user security include requiring: 

● successful completion of periodic security awareness training, 
● completion of training on the use of secure teleworking tools, and  
● sporadic audits of telework environments during the year. 

Subsequent questions and responses in this FAQ section address these three security factors in more 
detail.  

Does DTS intend to establish any additional technology security requirements or guidance for 
teleworkers? 
We currently have established security requirements for teleworkers, which will be a good fit for the 
expanded teleworking program. These requirements are dependent on the defined teleworker profile. 

VPN  
What is VPN? 
A VPN, or virtual private network, “creates a virtual encrypted tunnel between you and a remote server 
operated by a VPN service. All your internet traffic is routed through this tunnel, so your data is secure 
from prying eyes. Best of all, your computer appears to have the IP address of the VPN server, masking 
your identity and location.”  8

When should we use VPN? 
When you use a VPN, your data is secured. Without using a VPN, if you’re using a public network or an 
insecure network, others can intercept your data and see what you’re doing.  When accessing a system 9

that requires a client to be installed on the endpoint, the endpoint must be connected to the State network 

8 Max Eddy, “What Is a VPN, and Why You Need One,” pcmag.com, November 8, 2018, accessed November 16, 2018, 
https://www.pcmag.com/article/352757/you-need-a-vpn-and-heres-why. 

9 Ibid.  
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in order to access the server or database resource in the data center. If the endpoint is not on the State 
network, the endpoint must use a VPN connection to access the resource(s) in the data center. 

How do we ensure the security of a VPN connection? 
A VPN creates an encrypted connection from the remote endpoint to the State network. Data transmitted 
and received within the VPN connection is protected. Data copied to or stored on the endpoint is not 
secured by the VPN. Other security measures must be incorporated to address risks associated with the 
endpoint. 

Would we run into bandwidth issues related to telecommuting? 
Bandwidth issues can be introduced by either of the following: 1) the quality and speed of the network 
connection available at the remote location and 2) the amount of data being transacted across that 
connection. 

Note: Use of a VPN introduces some bandwidth overhead and, therefore, can affect connection speed. 

Does a VPN session automatically time out after a certain period? Can using VPN disrupt my work?  
The State configures its VPN connections to time out after four hours. The VPN provides a secure 
connection but does not monitor activity within the connection. The time out ensures that a VPN 
connection is not created and left idle. The time out setting can be modified per VPN group. For example, 
the Department of Human Resources Management (DHRM) VPN group could change the time out to 
every two hours, whereas the DTS VPN group could be set to time out every eight hours. 

Phones 
How do employees make phone calls/receive phone calls if they’re not issued a State cell? 
Some agencies may opt to issue employees a State cell phone, and other agencies may opt to utilize a 
service, like Google Voice, as a software-based phone option. In the case of the software-based phone 
option (specifically, Google Voice, for example), employees would download the Google Voice app to 
their mobile devices or laptops and use the app to make and receive phone calls. .  

For phone calls, office numbers can be ported to Google Voice  or forwarded to either a desk phone at 10

the remote site or to a mobile device.  

Note: Forwarding an office number increases the resources utilized by that number at the main office 
location. 

The Google Voice app  will allow employees to choose whether they want to make a call from the 11

number assigned to their personal device or the number provided by Google Voice. An employee’s 
selection will be displayed on the caller ID of the recipient of the call. Calls to the employee’s assigned 
Google Voice number will ring on the device(s) the employee has linked to Google Voice. Calls can be 
made or received on any device that is: 

● equipped with a microphone and speakers, and
● registered with Google Voice.

10 It is proposed that State Office Building desk phone numbers be ported using Avaya One X, and DTS is also exploring how to 
utilize Google Voice for this function. This feature is still currently in testing, but once testing is complete, DTS will develop instructions on how 
to port office desk phone numbers using Avaya or Google.  

11 Using Google Voice is preferred but there are some features that are still being vetted before Google Voice will be available for 
enterprise use. For the State Office Building, a similar solution (i.e., Avaya one-X Communicator) will be used in the interim.  
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If employees are not issued a State cell phone, there are also a variety of other communication tools at 
their disposal, such as Gmail, Google Chats, and Google Hangouts. 

How do we avoid the issue of jammed phone lines due to employees forwarding desk phones to cells? 
The issue of jammed phone lines is a result of call forwarding. By definition, “call forwarding intercepts a 
call that is coming into one phone number, and routes it to a different number.”  This doubles the number 12

of lines needed to facilitate a single call. 

Porting a number resolves this issue. Porting a number is “the transfer of service for a phone number from 
one service provider, or carrier, to another.”  Porting allows that number to be assigned to another device 13

instead of just forwarding it from one device to another. 

Numbers can be ported using a number of tools, such as Google Voice for Business and Avaya One X 
Communicator. 

Computer Issues 
Could employees use personal devices for State work? 
Agencies could require the use of VMware Horizon to access State resources from personal devices. 
Horizon provides access to virtual applications or desktops. All data accessed, created, or modified using 
these virtual resources remain on State infrastructure and are not copied to the endpoint’s storage. 

Agencies could also use a VPN to connect to State applications and data. However, there is no assurance 
that the personal device is secure. 

The issue of whether an employee may use a personal device for work may also depend on the 
individual’s job responsibilities and the security level of the information the employee consistently deals 
with. Individual agencies will need to develop their own policies to specify which employees, if any, may 
use their own devices for agency work.  

If so, how would we ensure the security of their work?  
Before an agency grants permission for employees to use their own devices for agency work, the 
agency must develop security standards specifically outlining the necessary actions employees 
must take to ensure security on their devices.  

Could employees use the GovConnection for personal equipment? 
Under State Contract #MA259 for GovConnection Inc., employees can purchase various technology 
items at a discount. The Division of Purchasing and General Services can answer additional questions you 
may have. Employees do not need to go through DTS to make personal purchases off of this contract; 
however, keep in mind that employees will need to use their own funds and will be charged sales tax.  

Could employees store documents on their network drives?  
Again, this depends on an individual’s job responsibilities and the security level of the documents the 
employee is working on. Employees are able to securely access and store documents in Google My Drive 
and Google Team Drive. Microsoft network shares that are available while in the office are also available 
to the employee remotely if they are using designated secure connection tools. 

Note: Some agencies may have policies that restrict the types of data that can be stored in the cloud. 

12 Patrick Foster, “Phone Number Porting and Call Forwarding: What’s the Difference?”, TalkRoute.com, accessed November 19, 
2018, https://talkroute.com/phone-number-porting-and-call-forwarding-whats-the-difference/.  

13 Ibid. 
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Other 
How would we deal with the limited call capacity of Google Hangouts? 
You can host a Hangouts Meet video meeting for up to fifty people at a time (both calling the number 
provided and using the Google Hangout link count toward this total number) with no time limit. Although 
Google may increase this number in the future, employees can bypass this issue altogether if they set up 
multiple Hangouts and use speaker phone to connect the various sessions. YouTube Live can also be used 
for video presentations that need to be shared with more than fifty participants.  

Note: Interactions using YouTube Live are limited to online chats during the presentation session. 
Bidirectional video capabilities are not available. 

How would we deal with the limitations (i.e., bandwidth, microphone issues, etc.) of 
teleconferences/call-ins? 
Google Hangouts Meet can support up to fifty call-ins when used in audio-only mode. If an employee 
plans to use a different conferencing tool, the employee should first identify the tool’s limitations and 
determine whether the tool will meet the employee’s teleconferencing needs. Also, before participating in 
a conference set up by a third party, an employee should: (1) download the appropriate application for the 
conference and (2) coordinate with DTS about any needed technical assistance.  

If an employee is having issues with a microphone rather than bandwidth, the employee can use a 
webcam or a headset. The following tips may also help address microphone issues:  

● Check your distance from the microphone, as proximity to the microphone may cause issues.  
● Use the mic and speakers on the same device. For instance, employees should avoid using a 

laptop mic but then using external speakers for sound. This can sometimes create feedback on the 
call.  

● If you are using VMware Horizon, you may want to try a different program, as VMware Horizon 
may not recognize certain mics.  

What will obtaining technical support for teleworkers look like for the pilot and into the future of the 
telework initiative? 
We have a help desk (801-538-3440) that is staffed 24x7x365 with on-call, higher-level support 
employees.  

Will training/support be provided? 
Absolutely. We will be conducting brown bag meetings that will train users on the technologies required 
for telecommuting (e.g., establishing a VPN connection, video conferencing using Google Meet, etc.).  

Will DTS provide any guidance or assistance for setting up workstations? 
Desktop support staff are available for those needing assistance to prepare their computers for 
teleworking. A request for assistance can be entered through the established channels to enlist their 
support. Note, however, that DTS support staff will not be going to employees’ homes to help set up 
equipment, and DTS is limited in the support we can provide for employees who opt to use their own 
personal equipment.  

Conclusion 
After reviewing this introductory Digital Workplace and Mobility Reference Guide, agencies should 
carefully consider whether digital workplaces may be a good choice for them. As discussed in this guide, 
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agencies have several options for digital workplaces, as well as countless tools that employees can utilize 
in order to get the most value from their work time. The State of Utah is dedicated to ensuring the highest 
possible quality of technical support and service to agencies, wherever State employees are working. 

If you have any questions about digital workplaces, including the technical details of how an agency 
might transition to a digital workplace solution, please feel free to reach out to your agency IT director or 
the DTS help desk (by clicking the “Get Help” button on the DTS website and then “Online Support”).  
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